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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays air pollution has turned out to be one of the significant issues because of increment in the quantity of 

vehicles and during the time spent industrialization and urbanization. This expansion in the level of 

contamination brings about destructive consequences for prosperity. For the most part, vehicles discharge 

unsafe gases like Carbon Monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2) and so on which are the significant purposes 

behind contamination. Thus in this paper, we are proposing a model where a gadget will be joined to silencer of 

vehicles. In the event that contamination produced by that vehicle is more than edge esteem proprietor will be 

given an implication through a sensor. On the off chance that he doesn't make any move even after two 

insinuations vehicle will be bolted by the gadget after 10 km and send points of interest of vehicles to RTO 

office. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

According to the recent survey, India is the sixth biggest maker of engine vehicles. Thus because of this 

expansion in the quantity of vehicles contamination is developing quickly and it influencing people groups 

wellbeing too. This air contamination can make disease and harm safe, neurological, regenerative and 

respiratory framework. In extraordinary cases, it can likewise cause passing. As indicated by overview 50000 to 

100000 unexpected losses occurred in the only us because of air contamination. Along these lines, there is a 

requirement for checking air quality and to monitor it. In this paper, we are proposing a model which IOT to 

screen air contamination.  

    IOT is the system of physical gadgets, vehicles, home apparatuses, and different things implanted with 

hardware, programming, sensors, and availability which empowers these articles to associate and trade 

information. IOT enables articles to be detected or controlled. Things in IOT alludes to an assortment of 

gadgets, for example, heart observing inserts, cars with worked in sensors and so on. 
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II.LITERATURE SURVEY  

Air pollution has turned out to be one of the major issues. It causes such a large number of unfavorable impacts 

on human wellbeing, atmosphere, and biological community. This paper gives an approach to financially savvy 

estimation of important natural parameters, in view of sensor exhibit [1].In a minimal effort georeferenced air-

contamination estimation framework utilized as early cautioning instrument, where the framework is associated 

with board which is ease and have an inbuilt WiFi which enables sending information to IOT cloud utilizing 

MQIT convention, and along these lines the georeferenced information can be distributed on an open access 

stage. Thus this works will additionally help in the usage of a minimal effort georeferenced air contamination 

estimation system [2]. For Monitoring vehicles and contamination on street utilizing vehicle cloud condition, 

this paper gives answers for such a significant number of issues made by vehicles by utilizing savvy brilliant 

vehicular systems with programmed activity condition data, self-vehicle control on street and create mindfulness 

about mischances and arrival of harmful gases from vehicles.[3].Air contamination checking utilizing remote 

sensor systems gives an approach to build up a minimal effort multi sensor hub for estimation of contamination. 

For information social affair and information coordination, it helps in creating WSN conventions [4]. The IOT 

based vehicular contamination checking framework builds the ability of identifying the vehicles which create 

more contamination on streets and measures different kinds of poisons. This is ease and gives the great result.  

[5]. IOT-Based Air Pollution Monitoring and Forecasting System assumes a noteworthy part in the field of 

ecological insurance. It additionally tells about the constant air contamination checking and determining system. 

[6] The Optimal Deployment of Wireless Sensor Networks for Air Pollution Monitoring gives a two whole 

number straight programming plans which depend on genuine poisons scattering displaying. Here we think 

about two models on the terms of their season of execution and the second low based definition is much better. 

[7]. A Wireless Sensor Network for ongoing air contamination checking gives the data about the framework 

which comprises of the such a significant number of appropriated observing stations that discuss remotely with 

a back-end server utilizing machine-to-machine communication. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

In this model we are using Arduino, Gas sensor, LM35 sensor, DC motor, Driver circuit, Blynk App,IOT 

●Arduino 

Arduino is the core of our model. Arduino is an open source gadgets stage in light of simple to utilize equipment 

and programming. Arduino comprise of both physical programmable circuit board(microcontroller) and bit of 

programming or IDE (Integrated Development Environment) that keeps running on your PC, used to compose 

and transfer PC code to the physical board. An Arduino stage has turned out to be very well known with 

individuals simply beginning with gadgets and for good reasons. Arduino can communicate with catches, LED, 

engines, speakers, GPS units, cameras, the web and even your advanced cell or your TV. 

● Gas sensor 
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It is also known as alcohol sensor. This module is influenced utilizing liquor to gas sensor MQ3. It is a minimal 

effort semiconductor sensor which can identify the nearness of liquor gases at fixations from 0.05mili gram for 

every liter to 10mili gram for each liter. The touchy material utilized for this sensor is SnO2 whose conductivity 

is bring down in clean air. Its conductivity increments as the centralization of liquor gases increments. It has 

high affectability to liquor arrive has a decent protection from unsettling influences because of smoke,vapor and 

fuel. This module gives both advanced and simple yields. MQ3 liquor sensor module can be effortlessly 

interfaced with microcontroller, arduino sheets, raspberry pi and so forth. This gas sensor is appropriate for 

distinguishing liquor fixation on your relax. It has a high affectability and quick reaction time. Its application are 

in vehicle liquor locator and versatile liquor finder. 

 

● LM35 sensor 

It is an exactness IC temperature sensor with its yield proportional to the temperature (in degree Celsius) with 

LM35.The temperature can be estimated all the more precisely that with the thermistor it additionally have low 

self-warming and does not cause in excess of 0.1 degree Celsius temperature bring up in still air. The working 

temperature run is from - 55 degree Celsius to 150 degree Celsius. TheLM35 is low yield impedance, direct 

yield and exact characteristic alignment make interfacing to peruse out or control hardware particularly simple. 

It has discovered its applications on control supplies, battery administration, machines and so on. It is typically 

minimal effort which works from 4 to 30 volts. Under 60mili amp current deplete. It is appropriate for remote 

applications. 0.1 ohm for 1mili amp stack. 

 

● DC motor 

It is a mechanically commutated electric engine fueled from coordinate current. DC engine have a turning 

armature twisting however non pivoting armature attractive field and a static field winding or changeless 

magnet. Present day DC engines are frequently controlled by control gadgets frameworks called DC drives. The 

acquaintance of DC engines with run apparatus disposed of the requirement for nearby steam or interior ignition 

motors. Also, line shaft drive frameworks. DC engines can works straight forwardly from rechargeable batteries, 

giving the thought process energy to the primary electric vehicles. Today DC engines are as yet found in 

applications as little as toys and plate drives or in substantial sizes to work take moving plants and paper  

machines. It has high beginning torque precise soak less speed with steady torque. It is free from sounds 

responsive power utilizations and numerous elements which make DC engines more focal points contrasted with 

an AC acceptance engines. 

 

● Driver circuit 

L293D is a quadruple H bridge motor driver, as the name suggests it used to drive the DC motor.  This IC works 

based on the concept of H bridge. H bridge is a circuit which allows the voltage in either direction to control the 
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DC motor direction. There are 4 input pins for L293D. Motors directions depends on the logic inputs applied at 

this pins EN1 and EN2 must be high to drive 2 DC motors. 

 

● Blynk app 

With blynk you essentially snap together a stunning interface from different gadgets.  

We give transfer the illustration code to your equipment and appreciate seeing first outcome under 5 minutes. It 

works superbly for novice creators and spares huge amounts of time for underhanded masters. Blynk will work 

with every prevalent board and shields. We needed to give you full opportunity when choosing how to connect 

blynk to your current or new undertaking. you will likewise appreciate the accommodation of blynk cloud which 

is by the way is free and open source. Blynk isn't an application that works just with the specific shield rather its 

breeze configuration to help the sheets and shields you are as of now utilizing. What's more, it chips away at IOs 

and android. Blynk likewise works over USB. Regardless of what kind of association we pick Ethernet, wifi or 

might be this new ESP8266 everybody is discussing. Blynk libraries and case portrayals will get you on the 

web, associate with Blynk server and match up with your advanced cell 

 

3.1. Block diagram and methadology 

This model consist of aurdino uno , gas sensor , LM35 temperature sensor, driver circuit  with DC motor ,power 

supply this comes under the transmission part  and under  receiver part android mobile phone , and receiver we 

are using application call blynk.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Block diagram of our system 
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In this paper we are proposing a model which will monitor and control the air pollution which is generated by 

vehicles. Here we are using MQ135 gas sensor which will sense the amount of gas generated by vehicles. This 

MQ135 gas sensor will sense alcohol, Benzene, NH3, CO2, smoke. After sensing the amount of gas it will send 

this information to arduino. LM35 is a temperature sensor which will sense the temperature and provides 

information to arduino. If the amount of gas generated by the vehicles is more than the threshold it will send an 

intimation that pollution is more than threshold through an android app called blynk. 

   

IV. CONCLUSION 

This system monitors the air pollution using Arduino where arduino is the heart of this project which is 

responsible for controlling the whole process. Gas sensor we are using here is helpful for sensing various 

dangerous gas. Hence this system provides so many features to the people to monitor the amount of air pollution 

through their phones using application.We will implement this air pollution detection in vehicles. In future we 

will add alcohol sensing and tracking system which makes drive more secure.   
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